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Descrizione
During this 10-day lab-driven course you create workflows that use the features of the IBM TRIRIGA Application

Platform. You also learn to modify existing business processes and create new business processes within the

TRIRIGA system.

Objectives:      •Use the Data Modeler tool to create modules

      •Use the Data Modeler tool to create or modify business objects and add or modify fields in business objects

      •Create or modify the business object state family

      •Create or modify associations at the business object level

      •Create or modify smart sections and locator fields, forms, lists, and classifications

      •Use the Navigation Builder tool to create or modify user menus, navigation collections, and navigation

items

      •Use the Portal Builder tool to create or modify the user home portal, portals, and sections

      •Use the Reporting tool to create simple single business object reports and reports with multiple associated

business objects

      •Use user filter and system filters on reports

      •Use association filters in reports

      •Define formulas in fields and workflow tasks

      •Add actions to forms to perform trigger actions

      •Create or modify user security groups

      •Import data with the Data Integrator tool

      •Import or export metadata with the Object Migration tool

      •Set up auditing of actions, data changes, and record access

      •Use Document Manager to manage load and files in the TRIRIGA application

 

 
A chi è rivolto?
This intermediate course is for anyone who uses TRIRIGA to maintain Data Modeler structures, modifies

existing forms or processes, generates reports, or makes system configuration changes.

 
Prerequisiti
You should have a successful completion of one of the following courses:

        •IBM TRIRIGA 10.2 Portfolio (SPVC) (TOS26)

      •IBM TRIRIGA 10.3 Application Platform I (TA611)

   You should have the following:

        •Ability to create new records with TRIRIGA application

      •Ability to create simple reports with the TRIRIGA Report Manager

      •Knowledge of Microsoft Windows or equivalent

   Knowledge of the structure of relational databases and object-oriented programming principles is helpful, but

not required.
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Contenuti
      •Business scenario

      •Data models and the Data Modeler

      •State Families

      •Associations

      •Lists and classifications

      •Object Migration: Import

      •Smart sections and locator fields

      •Forms and Form Builder

      •Navigation

      •Portals

      •Creating classifications

      •Basic reporting

      •Data Integrator

      •Workflows

      •Custom form actions

      •Formulas

      •Advanced queries

      •Intermediate objects

      •Approval process

      •Helper objects and notifications

      •Administrator console

      •Advanced navigation

      •Security

      •Object migration: Export

      •Audit trail

      •Document Manager
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